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Bang College of Business holds
the first EFMD Accreditation Workshop in Kazakhstan
On 28-29 October 2019, KIMEP University in collaboration with
the European Foundation for Management Development
(EFMD), held the ﬁrst EFMD Accreditation Workshop in
Kazakhstan. The title of the workshop was “Market Trends,
EFMD Accreditations & Certiﬁcation”. During the two days,
attendees beneﬁtted from the knowledge, shared by Dr Chan
Young Bang, KIMEP President, Dr Gilbert Linne, KIMEP Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Dr Jay Ho Young Lee, BCB Dean,
and Dr David Asch, Director of Quality Services, who provided
detailed information on EFMD accreditation and certiﬁcation
schemes.
Overall, 69 representatives of 25 universities and institutions of
Kazakhstan got registered to the event and 47 of them
participated in the event. The event participants liked the
training and expressed their gratitude by ofﬁcial appreciation
letters, numerous e-mail messages, webpage announcements
and Facebook and Instagram posts. EFMD representatives also
expressed their fondness of how the workshop was organized
and delivered.

EFMD - one of the three most renowned international agencies for business school accreditation. Internationally, simultaneous
accreditation by EQUIS (one of the EFMD accreditation schemes), AMBA and AACSB is considered as a golden standard and referred
to as Triple Crown accreditation of business schools. Less than a hundred of business schools worldwide have achieved Triple Crown
accreditation so far.

Bloomberg Terminal Welcomes KIMEP Researchers
Starting from Fall 2019, Bang College of Business provides free-ofcharge service to all business disciplines and economics researchers
– fully ﬂedged Bloomberg Terminal is available for their use at
#334/Dostyk building. Any KIMEPian – faculty member, staff or
student alike have access to the terminal, as long as they properly
sign in at the Dostyk building security post. To accommodate for
researchers' lack of time during usual working hours and their zeal
for credible ﬁnancial data, the Terminal is accessible on evenings,
weekends and even holidays.

R12 Cohort of Executive MBA Program is the first to use KIMEP
campus-in-campus facility in AIFC BCPD building
The Executive MBA Russian cohort R12 that started in Nur-Sultan in Fall 2019, was the ﬁrst one to enjoy the comfort of the KIMEP
campus-in-campus facility situated in the Eurasion Hall of AIFC BCPD building. The facility was ofﬁcially opened on July 2, 2019, by
the Dean of Bang College of Business, Dr. Jay Hoyoung Lee and the AIFC Deputy Chairman, Mr. Yernur Rysmangambetov. The venue
excellently suites the needs of ExMBA Program students with its availability being secured by year-long negotiations and efforts of EEC
team led by the BCB Dean.
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